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1. INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT
This research is concerned with the design of Tree WSNs. This
research proves that configuration plays a vital role in energy
optimisation, node failure and network lifetime when designing
a Tree WSN. We compare a Progressive Two Level Tree WSN
with a Balanced Two Level Tree WSN. Our simulation results
prove that a Progressive configuration has two advantages, over
a Balanced configuration, which are less computations required
to complete each process and more tolerance of node failures.
These Progressive configuration advantages both lead to more
energy efficiency compared to a Balanced configuration.
Therefore, the lifetime of a Progressive Two Level Tree WSN is
longer than that of a Balanced Two Level Tree WSN.

In most applications, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) have
proved to be an effective technology for monitoring, detecting,
estimating the probability of occurrence, and issuing early
warnings. Minimizing the energy consumption for the sustained
operation of each network is of the highest priority.
WSNs allow the observation and monitoring of previously
unobservable phenomena. WSNs consist of a system of
distributed sensors implemented in the physical world. Since
these sensor nodes are exposed to harsh and unpredictable
environments, sensor network applications must be capable of
handling a wide variety of faults such as software errors, node
and link failures, and network partitions. Building a reliable and
robust sensor network system is a tedious challenge.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

There are many protocols and algorithms available, which can
be chosen based according to the nature of the applications. This
will conserve energy at different levels. Various factors such as
the lifetime, the utilization of network, the packet delays, the
interference, the robustness, the mobility, the failure and duty
cycle, the directional antennas, and the transmission power
decide the selection of the protocol. Considering all these
factors, we compare two different configurations (progressive
and balanced) for a two level tree structured WSN. The results
of the comparison were used to develop power optimization
strategies.

C.4 [Performance of Systems]

General Terms
Algorithm, Performance, Experimentation
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In our study, we consider the impact that WSN configuration
has on its power consumption. In a WSN tree structure, there is
more than one level, (in fact the tree structure is the only WSN
structure to have two or more levels).In this study, we compare a
balanced two level tree WSN with a progressive two level tree
WSN. The design of a progressive tree structure differs from a
balanced tree structure due its configuration that is the
connections of its Sensor Nodes (SNs) to its Intermediate Nodes
(INs).
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We hypothesise that if we carefully adjust the configuration of
atree WSN, thenwe can reduce the energy consumed by the
whole WSN. The concept backing our hypothesis is that as the
number of computations and transmissions is reduced, the
energy consumed by the processing and the radio system will
also reduce, whichin turn reduces the overall energy consumed
by the WSN.
As well as WSN configuration, power consumption has also
been linked to node failure. After node fails the power
consumption of the network will increase as the other nodes
have to take on the work of the failed node .Node failures occur
much more frequently in wireless networks compared to wired
networks. Hardware degradation, inaccurate readings, and
environmental changes all at to the risk of WSN failure. Node
failure decreases the distributed detecting performance of a
system. We discuss node failures on different levels that are
possible in case of the balanced and progressive two level tree
WSNs and propose solutions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: A literature survey
is presented in section 2. Two level Balanced and Progressive
sensor network topologies and their energy optimization are
described in section 3. In sections 4 to 6, we analyse node failure
handling strategies in different levels of the Balanced and
Progressive two level tree WSNs and propose solutions. Section
7 contains results and observations. Finally we conclude in
section 8.

2. RELATED WORK
Power optimisation in WSNs has been undertaken in various
ways. Duty cycle control algorithms conserved power, but
compromised the efficiency of the network in computation and
prediction [1, 2]. The response to the duty cycle control problem
was to introduce topology control algorithms where appropriate
power consumption was tailored to the appropriate network
structure [3, 4, 5], be it: random, star, tree or multi-hop etc.
In a WSN tree structure, there is more than one level, (in fact the
tree structure is the only WSN structure to have two or more
levels). We focus on progressive two level tree WSN and
balanced two level tree WSN power optimisation solutions. A
key factor that increases WSN power consumption is node
failure. When node failures increase power consumption also
increases [6].
Limited studies have been conducted on solutions to node
failure specifically in tree WSNs. One such paper, analysed the
effect of node failures and unreliable communications in a dense
sensor network, arranged as a tree of bounded height [7]. [7]
analysed and discussed the effects of tree WSN node failures;
whereas we look at tree WSN power optimising, node failure
identification and recovery solutions. Node failure, identification
DQG UHFRYHU\ ZLOO GLIIHU GHSHQGHQW RQ WKH QRGH¶V OHYHO LQ WKDW
tree hierarchy. Our work in this paper analyses different
solutions available for a tree WSN, when a node fails.

3. BALANCED AND PROGRESSIVE
WSN HIERARCHY
In our study, we consider the impact that WSN configuration
has on its power consumption. WSNs can have hierarchical tree
structure.In a WSN tree structure, there is more than one level,
(in fact the tree structure is the only WSN structure to have two
or more levels). For the sake of clarity, we define our tree
structure levels as the Gateway Node (GN) being on level 0; the
Intermediate Nodes (IN) being on level 1; and the Sensor Nodes
(SN) being on level 2.In this study, we consider WSNs tree
structures of only two levels (Levels 0, 1, 2).Sensor Nodes
(SNs) have sensors attached; SNs sense the data and transmit it
to the Intermediate Nodes (INs). INs aggregate, compute(finding
either the average or maximum or minimum from the received
values),and transmit data to the Gateway Node (GN).
In this study, we compare a balanced tree WSN with a
progressive tree WSN. The design of a progressive tree WSN
differs from a balanced tree WSN due its configuration that is
the connections of its Sensor Nodes (SNs) to its Intermediate
Nodes (INs). Both a progressive tree WSN and a balanced tree
WSN are constructed with a set number of SNs and INs. In a
balanced tree WSN, SNs are divided equally among the INs.
The design of a progressive tree WSN differs from a balanced
tree WSN due the connections of its SNs to its INs. A
progressive tree WSN, an IN can have a varied number of SNs
attached to it, whereas a balanced tree WSN, an IN will have an
equal number of SNs attached to it. In the construction of a
progressive tree WSN, the number of connections between SNs
and INs and how the connections are constructed depend on how
many sensors are required in a particular application.
A progressive tree WSN is constructed with the first two INs
having the same amount of SNs attached, after that, each IN will
have one additional attached SN than the previous IN. This
progressive tree WSN configuration is designed to prevent
collisions. The GN starts the pipeline operation as soon as it gets
the packets from the first two INs. The packet from the third IN,
will have a delay pipelined equal to the computation time
required to process the first two packets.
We hypothesise that if we carefully adjust the configuration of a
tree WSN, then we can reduce the energy consumed by the
whole WSN. The concept backing our hypothesis is that as the
number of computations and transmissions is reduced, the
energy consumed by the processing and the radio system will
also reduce, which in turn reduces the overall energy consumed
by the WSN.
For each IN there will be a particular amount of SNs. And
assuming: for one IN it has n of SNs. In such a situation: while
the IN is processing it will need to perform n-1computations.
This is the main idea used to formulate the other equations.
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Tree WSN with N of SNs and m of INs. The first two sub trees
will have
since the data values from the first two sub
trees can arrive at the same time at the GN. The third sub tree
so that the third data value
will have
will arrive just when the GN has completed the aggregation of
the first two values. Continuing in this manner, each sub tree has
a one SN more than its preceding sub tree; the mth (last sub tree)
nodes.
will have

Table 1:The symbols used in the paper.
Symbol

Description

N

Total number of sensor nodes in the
network

M

Total number of intermediate nodes on the
network

mmax

The count of intermediate nodes for which
the network yields minimum delay

Tcomp

Time taken for comparing two sensor
values

Tnet

Transmission time from one wireless node
to another in the WSN

Tmax

Rs

Here also total amount of computations and transmissions at the
GN can be calculated. This is observed to give minimal
computations when compared with a Balanced Two Level Tree
WSN. Here, the total delay for aggregation or max computation
is given by,
(3)
Where n1 is calculated using the relation given below.

Total time taken by the WSN for
computing the maximum value among all
of its sensor values

(4)

4. NODE FAILURES

Sensing radius of a sensor node

3.1 Balanced Two Level Tree WSN
In a Balanced Two Level Tree WSN, the total amount of SNs is
divided equally among the INs. Given N of SNs, and m of INs,
for a balanced tree WSN, each IN will have N/m of SNs as their
children.

The Two Level Tree WSNs, discussed in this paper, has 3 types
of nodes working in different levels (SN, IN, GN). Here we will
address the node failures impact on energy consumption and the
lifetime of the network. The issues addressed in the following
sections are:
i. Sensor Node (SN) failure
ii. Intermediate Node (IN) failure

The total energy consumed by the GN is proportional to the
amount of computations and amount of transmissions. The total
delay or energy consumed or time taken by the GN to complete
the aggregate computation in a balanced two level tree WSN is,

(1)
The different values of m can give different delays for the WSN.
.
The minimum delay for the WSN is obtained for
of SNs attached to it. The delay of a
Then each IN will have
Balanced Two Level WSN can be calculated using,

(a)

In a Progressive Two Level Tree WSN, an alternating
configuration with the data being sent from the SNs is pipelined
to prevent collisions. The GN starts the pipeline operation as
soon as it gets the packets from the first two INs. The packet
from the third IN will have a delay pipelined equal to the
computation time required to process the first two packets.
Let
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be the amount of SNs under INs:
respectively, in a Progressive Two Level

(b) Progressive Network

Figure 1: Two Level Sensor Networks

4.1

(2)

3.2 Progressive Two Level Tree WSN

Balanced Network

Assumptions

The solutions proposed for addressing the node failures at
different levels are based on the following assumptions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All SNs are time synchronized.
INs perform data aggregation, computations and
transmissions, no sensing.
Mobility is limited to one hop.
Energy consumed for one-hop mobility is negligible
compared to that of computation and transmission.
The SNs have uniform coverage.
All the graphs at section 7 are drawn with the m value
that gives minimum delay.
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5. SENSOR NODE (SN) FAILURE
In harsh environments, the probability of SNs failing is high and
consequently the data might be lost. Here, we discuss a data
recovery protocol which will collect data from the SN failed
regions with the help of the mobility of adjacent SNs, where the
mobility is limited to one hop. This paper explains the method
with respect to the Progressive Two Level Tree WSN. The same
method is applied to the Balanced Two Level Tree WSN also.
Figure 2: Rs is the sensing radius of a node. The dotted lines
indicate the range of the SN. In figure 2, when one SN fails to
collect data from its region, an adjacent mobile SN will collect
WKH IDLOHG 61¶V GDWD DQG LWV RZQ GDWD VLPXOWDQHRXVO\ 7KH
VHQVLQJUDQJHRIWKHWZRQHLJKERXULQJ61VLQWHUVHFWVDWµD¶DQG
µE¶9HFWRUV µ9D¶DQGµ9E¶DUHGUDwn and by using the triangle
rule, the resultant: µ9U¶ LV IRXQG RXW 7KH PRELOH 61µ6¶ FDQ
PRYHLQDµ±9U¶GLUHFWLRQDQGµ6¶FROOHFWVGDWDIURPWKHIDLOHG
SN region.
7KHGLVWDQFHµ6¶FDQWUDYHOLQµ±9U¶GLUHFWLRQZLWKRXWµ6¶ORVLQJ
range and data is calculated by the following: Find out the
QHDUHVW SRLQW µD¶ RU µE¶ IURP µ6¶ /HW LW EH µD¶ LQ WKLV
FDOFXODWLRQ )URPµD¶GUDZDOLQHSHUSHQGLFXODUWRWKHUHVXOWDQW
LQWHUVHFWLQJ DW µF¶ &DOFXODWH WKH GLVWDQFH µ6F¶ DQG PDUN WKH
distance in the µ±9U¶GLUHFWLRQ.

hold the minimum overlap required for communication between
two adjacent SNs.
Assuming that there always are two working SNs between two
failed SNs, and likewise no two adjacent SNs fail, we will
generalize the amount of failures tolerable by an IN. This can be
summarised as: For every three SNs, one SN can fail.

5.1

Balanced Two Level Tree WSN

Amount of SN failures tolerable for one IN,
f=
where

/3

is the amount of SNs attached to one IN.

Amount of SN failures tolerable to the whole BalancedWSN
with IN1,IN2,....INmas Intermediate Nodes (INs), where m=
for minimum delay
F = sum of failures tolerable in each IN nodes
=

/3

(5)

This will not increase the minimum delay incurred nor the
amount of computations at the GN, since the energy for one hop
mobility is assumed to be negligible.

5.2

Progressive Two Level Tree WSN

Amount of SN failures tolerable for one IN,
f = n/3
where n is the amount of SNs attached to one IN.
Amount of SN failures tolerable to the whole Progressive WSN
with IN1,IN2,....INmas Intermediate Nodes (INs),
F = sum of failures tolerable in each IN
Figure 2: Progressive Two Level Tree WSN before SN Failure

= n1/3 + n2/3 + ..... +

/3

(6)

This will not increase the minimum delay incurred nor the
amount of computations at the GN, since the energy for one hop
mobility is assumed to be negligible.

6. INTERMEDIATE NODE FAILURE

Figure 3: Progressive Two Level Tree WSN after SN Failure

7KHµDGMDFHQWPRELOH61¶FDQPRYHDGLVWDQFHRIµ6F¶LQµ±9U¶
direction without losing range and its data. The new range and
locatLRQRIWKHµDGMDFHQWPRELOH61¶LVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH7KH
QHZUDQJHRIWKHµDGMDFHQWPRELOH61¶LVREWDLQHGLVVWLOODEOHWR

Intermediate Nodes (INs) are nodes at level 1 in the Balanced
and Progressive Two Level Tree WSN. INs need to receive data
from SNs, and perform data aggressive computations, and then
transmit the result to the GN. As Ins perform so many
computations, INs have more chance of failing than SNs. IN
failure results in SN data not reaching the GN. Since data from
SNs is the whole point for the network, we propose a selfreorganisation algorithm for both the Balanced and Progressive
Two Level Tree WSN.
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6.1

Balanced Two Level Tree WSN
Self-Reorganisation

Consider a Two Level Tree WSN with N of SNs, m of INs, and
N/m of SN to each IN. We assume that any extra SNs will be
added one by one to each IN, starting from last IN to first IN.
These additional SNs will contribute 1Tcomp additional to the
Tmax mentioned in section 3.

(7)
Theorem 1: The energy consumption of a Balanced Two Level
Tree WSNincreases as the amount of IN failures increase. For
the successful operation of the network we must tolerate IN
failures, however the network life time will be compromised.
Proof: Let us assume that the amount of IN failures that the
Balanced Two Level Tree WSN can tolerate is f, without change
in the total energy consumed.
The Balanced Two Level Tree WSN energy consumption before
failure is:

The Balanced Two Level Tree WSN energy consumption after f
failures,
Figure 4 : Balanced Two Level Tree WSN before IN Failure

For energy consumption to be the same even before and after
failure, Tmax should be equal to Tmaxf.

which contradicts the assumption. So the IN failures will
increase the energy consumption.

Figure 5: Balanced Two Level Tree WSN after IN Failure and
Reorganization

6.2

Progressive Two Level Tree WSN

When an IN fails, the WSN executes a self-reorganization
algorithm. The SNs will organize themselves using the existing
INs. For one IN failure, the WSN parameters changes as: N of
SNs, m-1 of INs, and N/(m-1) of SNs to each IN. This new selforganisation will increase the amount of computations involved
at each IN, there by leading to a small increase in overall energy
consumed.

IN failure in a ProgressiveTwo Level Tree WSN also follows
the reorganization algorithm. Here when one IN fails, the
parameters will change from N, m, n1 to N, m-Q¶ZKHUHQ¶
is the amount of SNs attached to first IN when one IN fails.
6LPLODUO\ ZKHQI,1¶V IDLOWKHSDUDPHWHUV ZLOOFKDQJH IURP1
m, n1 to N, m-f, n1f.

amount of
Consider a Balanced Two Level Tree WSN with
of SNs attached to each IN. A Balanced Two
IN and N/
Level Tree WSN will have,

Consider a Progressive Two Level Tree WSN n1, n2, n3....
with N total amount of SNs and m of INs.A Progressive Two
Level Tree WSNwill have

When one IN fails, the new amount of INs will be (

When one IN fails in a Progressive Two Level Tree WSN, the
new amount of IN will be m- DQG OHW Q¶ EH WKH QHZ Q 6R
Tmax will be :

Now the new distribution will have

SNs at each IN.

).

:KHQµIµ,1VIDLOWKH7PD[ZLOl be :
:KHQµI¶,1VIDLO,

378

(8)
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where n1f is the amount of SNs attached to first IN when the
amount of INs is m-f.

where

and

But f = m ± 2(N-1)/m is negative, which contradicts the
assumption. So the failures to IN nodes will increase the energy
consumption as the number of computations involved is
increased.

7. RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

Figure 6: Progressive Two Level Tree WSN before IN Failure

7.1 Comparison
of
the
Energy
Consumption of a Balanced and a
Progressive Two Level Tree WSN
The Balanced and the ProgressiveTwo Level Tree WSNswere
simulated in MATLAB. In MATLAB, both WSNs were
configured with 100, 500, 1000, 1500 of SNs. The network area
considered is a square with an area of 1000 x 1000 for 100 and
500 of SNs, and 3000 x 3000 for 1000 and 1500 of SNs. All the
SNs are randomly distributed in the network area. They have the
same transmission range of 1500m and interference range of
3000m. The algorithm is carried out 20 times, the average value
of the results is given as the simulation result. The results were
analysed with regard to the amount of SNs.

Figure 7: Progressive Two Level Tree WSN after IN failure and
reorganization

Theorem 2: The energy consumption of a ProgressiveTwo
Level Tree WSNincreases as the amount of IN failures increase.
For the successful operation of the network we must tolerate IN
failures, however the network life time will be compromised.
Proof: Let us assume that the amount of IN failures that the
ProgressiveTwo Level Tree WSNcan tolerate is f, without
change in total energy consumed.

The results obtained show that Progressive Two Level Tree
WSNsare better than Balanced Two Level Tree WSNsas
Progressive Two Level Tree WSNs completed their data
aggregation first. Therefore ProgressiveTwo Level Tree WSNs
are more suitable for timely critical applications as they
complete their processing faster than Balanced Two Level Tree
WSNs. The aggregation delay is proportional to the amount of
computations, which inturn is proportional to the energy
consumed. So, Progressive Two Level Tree WSNsconsumes
less energy than Balanced Two Level Tree WSNs.

The ProgressiveTwo Level Tree WSNenergy consumption
before failure is:

The ProgressiveTwo Level Tree WSNenergy consumption after
f failures, given n1f is the amount of SNs attached to first IN.

For energy consumption to be the same even before and after
IDLOXUH7PD[VKRXOGEHHTXDOWR7PD[¶

Figure 8: Energy Comparison of Balanced and Progressive Two Level
Tree WSNs

Figure 8 shows the Energy Comparison of Balanced and
Progressive Two Level Tree WSNs containing up to 4000 SNs.
i.e

7.2

Sensor Node (SN) Failure
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Figure 9: Maximum amount of Node Failures possible in one IN

The amount of failures tolerable to one IN is shown in Figure 9,
with different amounts of SNs attached to the same IN. This is
subjected to the constraint that between two failed SNs there
exists at least two functioning SNs.
The maximum tolerable number of SN failures in a WSN for
different N values is shown in Figure 10. The maximum
tolerable number of SN failures that each IN in the WSN can
tolerate. The total number of SN failures that the WSN can
tolerate is equal to the sum of SN failures that each IN can
tolerate. The result shows that a Progressive Two Level Tree
WSN is capable of tolerating more SN failures than a Balanced
Two Level Tree WSN.

7.3

Intermediate Node (IN) Failure

The Simulation of IN failures using MATLAB shows that, as
the IN failure increases the energy consumption of the whole
WSN increases. This enables us to conclude that WSN life time
decreases as IN failure increases.
Figure 11 shows that for each N value, the energy consumption
of the WSN varies with respect to the amount of INs that the
WSN supports. As the amount of INs decreases, the WSN
consumes more energy and the total lifetime of the WSN
decreases i.e as IN failures increase, energy consumption also

Figure 10: Maximum possible SN Failures in Balanced and Progressive
Two Level Tree WSN

increases. The simulation results show that the energy
consumption for each IN failure in a Balanced Two Level Tree
WSN is more than in a Progressive Two Level Tree WSN.
Assume that the network has 100% lifetime with all IN working
with N amount of SNs and m of INs. Let Tmax be the energy
FRQVXPSWLRQZLWKOLIHWLPH:KHQRQH,1IDLOVOHW7PD[¶
be the new energy consumption. Then the failure of one IN will
and failure of two IN
decrease the energy by
will decrease the energy by

and so on.

When f INs fails, the energy depletion of the network is by
. This can be concluded as the energy
depletion,due to the amount of IN failures, is dependent on the
N, m and f values of the WSN. With respect to its original
lifetime, the WSN is assumed to tolerate a % lifetime decrease.
And the value of the can be chosen based on the application
and its lifetime requirement.
The Figure 12 shows how many IN failures each N-network will
WROHUDWH DVVXPLQJ GLIIHUHQW YDOXHV IRU Į 7KH UHVXOWV VKRZ WKDW

Figure 11: Comparison of Energy Consumed Vs Intermediate Node (IN) Failure in Balanced and Progressive Two Level Tree WSN
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Figure 12: Comparison of Tolerable IN Failures Vs Total number of SNs for Balanced and Progressive Two Level Tree WSN

failures needs to be less. As IN failures increase, network
lifetime decreases.

8. CONCLUSION
We hypothesised that if we carefully adjust the
configuration of a tree WSN, then we can reduce the
energy consumed by the whole WSN. The concept backing
our hypothesis was that as the number of computations and
transmissions is reduced, the energy consumed by the
processing and the radio system will also reduce, which in
turn reduces the overall energy consumed by the WSN.
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